
July/August Pastoral Care:   
Creatures of Dust 

 
A small book crossed my desk last month thanks to the watchful eyes of Pastor Kevin Sorenson 
(Cornerstone EFC, Rochester), one of the NCD Pastoral Care Pointmen. The book, “Zeal Without 
Burnout” by Christopher Ash, is a short but rich touchpoint for those in pastoral ministry. It provides 
seven solid “keys” to remembering who we are in light of who God is, such things as the fact that we 
all need sleep, Sabbath, friends, inward renewal, and encouragement - things God does not need 
simply because He is God!   All seven points are good things to remember, but the author starts the 
book with a more fundamental fact: We are creatures of dust.  
     
This simple statement can help us keep things in their proper perspective: “God is God, and we are 
dust.” There are things we are called on to do with God, and there are some things - many things - that 
God alone can do, must do, and does not need our help to do. My things. God’s things.  And we get 
into trouble when we cross that line. Crossing the line can move us from zeal for God to burnout, from 
what the author calls a “sustainable sacrifice,” referencing Romans 12:1, to that point of excessive self-
denial (“If I just give/do/sacrifice a little more…”) and self-aggrandizement (“If it is to be, it’s up to 
me.”).  We are dust, and we must remember that, “…we are a whole people: embodied people whose 
existence is ‘of a piece’ and whose bodily and mental lives are inseparable from the way we relate to 
God.” Our bodies and our spirits are both necessary for relationship with God this side of Heaven, and 
we need to take care of all three: body, spirit, relationship.  
     
If we deny our dustiness, we tend to shift our focus from what we are and Whose we are to what we 
do. We shift from being human-beings to being human-doings. And if the doing does not measure up 
to some idealized standard, we either push harder or we feel like a failure.  Peter Scazzero, in his book 
“The Emotionally Healthy Leader,” stresses that we need to be very careful in how we define success. 
Success it not just the numbers we can measure but is best measured in transformed lives, even if the 
transformation is measured in small steps. This is what is most important.  
     
As I have worked with pastors, I hear a common complaint, “My calendar is too full. I just can’t add 
another thing.” This usually means they have reached the point where the of dropping of self-care 
items from the calendar (prayer, reflection, personal study of God’s Word, rest, Sabbath, etc.) has led 
them to the edge of a physical or emotional cliff. My response to them is to ask two questions. First, 
“Who writes your calendar?” The response can initially be varied (church leaders, members, 
expectations, culture, etc.), but ultimately it points back to them. An overloaded calendar is often a 
self-inflicted injury. Then I ask the second question, “What would your calendar look like if Jesus 
wrote it?” I doubt that His priority would be adding another meeting to the list, unless it was a 
“meeting” with Him.  He understands that we are dust and that dust is fragile (Psalm 103:14). We need 
to give ourselves permission to be dusty and let God be God.  
 
If we can be of any assistance with this, just let us know.   
 
Walking with you through a dusty life,  
Kelley Johnson 
NCD Pastoral Care 


